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Ministry of Regional Development and Public Administration manage the implementation of the project „Common
strategy for Sustainable Territorial Development of the cross-border area Romania-Bulgaria”(SPATIAL), financed by
the Romania - Bulgaria Cross Border Cooperation Programme 2007-2013.
The project has a total value of 4,758,687.83 euros and is implemented over a period of 32 months (February 2012
- October 2014).
The Project brought together 12 partners from the two member states:
 Lead partner: Ministry of Regional Development and Public Administration (RO),
 Partners:
•
from Romania: ARIES-Oltenia, the National Administration of Land Reclamation, Europroject
•
from Bulgaria: Ministry of Regional Development, District Administration of Pleven, Veliko Tarnovo
Municipality, Human Resources Development Agency-Ruse, Business Suport Center for Small and Medium
Enterprises–Ruse, ASDE-Ecoregions, Bulgarian Association for Alternative Tourism, Association of Danube
River Municipalities.
The administrative territory analyzed in the project:
 Seven Romanian counties: Mehedinti, Dolj, Olt, Teleorman, Giurgiu, Călăraşi and Constanţa;
 Nine Bulgarian districts: Vidin, Vratsa, Montana, Pleven, Veliko Tarnovo, Ruse, Silistra, Dobrich and Razgrad.
The results provided through the project:
• The common strategy for sustainable spatial development of Romania-Bulgaria border area that will provide a
vision of integrated spatial development of the cross-border area and a common framework of development for
achieving cohesion and competitiveness;
• A common territory operational database, a common set of indicators and a cartographic database for the
border area ;
• A common methodology for territorial planning ;
• An analysis and diagnosis of the current situation in the border area;
• Implementation of 2 integrated pilot projects:
 Elaboration of the regional spatial development scheme of Pleven district;
 Cultural and touristic hub along the TEN-T Corridor 9 - Veliko Tarnovo.
• Implementation of 5 sectorial pilot projects in the economic field - competitiveness, education - human
resources, agriculture, land improvement, transport and tourism:
 Economic growth along the border area;
 Improving skills and competence through training and business;
 Creating a database for land improvement along the border area;
 Capitalization of the landscapes from the cross-border area Romania - Bulgaria
 Development of prefeasibility study for the investment objective - the construction of the third bridge over
the Danube river between Romania and Bulgaria.
• A regional brand promoted at European level for the common Romania-Bulgaria cross-border area;

As a result of the analysis and research (which included the analysis of human, cultural and natural assets/
attractions of the crossborder area, the analysis of the studies conducted in the SPATIAL strategic project or whose
object was the crossborder area and the results of the workshops specially organized for branding), the following
elements have resulted:
• the area is lacking a social and cultural common identity so far
• although the area has a cultural and natural rich heritage, major “landmark»-type attractions are few
• the area is less known to foreigners
• the area has often a negative image both among foreigners and natives
Considering these elements, a good contextualization (related to notoriety elements which can « make
positive » the area image by association) of the regional brand is an essential factor in the step aiming at its assertion
and embracement by the public and relevant players. People making contact with a brand use their own references
and memories. Therefore, the brand must resonate with most of the public. As the central element (geographic,
and as social and economic space) of the area is the Danube River and as it has a major notoriety and positive
image, the use of the word Danube allows the crossborder area anchorage in common European history and its
binding to a destination already known by tourists and businessmen (with whom they can resonate): the upper
Danube basin (with urban centres such as Vienna, Bratislava and Budapest). Danube is also becoming increasingly
regarded as a strategic waterway with sustainable economic development opportunities.
The workshops allowed the mentioning of the Danube reference by adding the particle « Eastern » (The
Eastern Danube Region) inciting to the discovery of an already unknown territory connected to the Black Sea
basin and its major potentials. Also, to astonish, to drawn the attention of customers/visitors/investors and to
ensure mobility and adhesion of inhabitants and local administrations, the additional determination was decided
by using the «gateway» and «odyssey» concept, resulting the «Eastern Danube Region: a gateway, an odyssey».
Gateway emphasizes the strategic position of the region between the two capitals and as hub to Asia through the
Black Sea and its ports. By using, then, the legendary and mystical connotation of Odyssey (Hellenic epic poem),
the awakening of interest in the potential and opportunities of a less known area is aimed at, at the same time
without making a promise which is impossible to be kept (related to services or quality of infrastructure, etc.). The
Odyssey allows the strengthening of aquatic/Danubian connotation and the suggestion of historical connection
to Europe and its traditions (Romanian-Greek people who were present on the Danube, the different political
structures related to the Danube basin, the nineteenth century Danube with its cultural and commercial valences).
The result is a key phrase « The Eastern Danube Region : A Gateway, An Odyssey» illustrated by a logo gambling on
the aquatic association (the waves emphasizing the Danubian but also marine reference) in the national colours
of the two riverine countries, overlapped on a green base : expression of the agricultural potential and natural
heritage of the entire Romanian-Bulgarian crossborder area, emphasizing the existence of a wider area beyond the
Danube and the optimism of sustainable development opportunities.

TOURISM ZONING OF THE ROMANIA-BULGARIA CROSS-BORDER AREA
To ensure the efficiency of the marketing strategy of the Romanian-Bulgarian crossborder area and to
optimize the effect of territorial marketing actions undertaken by various players in the region (both public, and
associative and private), a tourist zoning of the crossborder area has been made. The zoning is the result of the
tourist statistical analysis (quantitative), the attractions in the region and the direct discussions with relevant
territorial stakeholders (qualitative) on the tourist behaviour in the crossborder area. The process resulted in the
identification of three coherent areas as regards the profile of present territorial attractiveness and their potential
(analyzed from product-customer perspective). Those areas are not restrictive and/or exclusive. We are talking
here about an illustration of gradual connection between the main tourist attractions out of the three areas to
create an integrated tourism offer. Those areas are (from East to West) :
•

Seaside (including Constanţa County and Dobrich District) : focused on «seaside» product

•

Area with remarkable cultural and urban profile (Călăraşi, Giurgiu, Teleorman Counties and Silistra, Razgrad,
Ruse, Veliko Turnovo Districts) : focused on cultural tourism for city-break

•

Area with remarkable natural profile (Olt, Dolj, Mehedinţi Counties and Pleven, Vratsa, Montana, Vidin Districts)
focused on nature-based tourism (spa, mountain, hunting, fishing, Danube, agro-oenological, etc.)
The adjacent map illustrates those areas and the consistency of the different degree of accessibility which

each has in relation to the issuing large or medium basins (direct or as intermediary points) in the proximity
(Bucharest, Sofia, Constanţa, Craiova, Varna).

Western area
Central area
Eastern area
Axis
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MEHEDINȚI

Mehedinţi County is the most western county of Romania
crossborder area, where we switch from Oltenia Southern Plain to
the hills and piedmont of the Southern Carpathians watching the
Danube at Cazane and Clisura.
As a county with a rich history full of drama, Mehedinţi
is a territory of encounters between the North and South of the
Danube and that in spite of the difficulties represented over time
by the sharp relief of the Cazane. We can find there the remains of
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the bridge built by Apollodorus of Damascus to allow the Trajan
armies to cross the Danube and conquer Dacia, the ruins of the
impregnable fortresses Severin, a mandatory crossing point from
Hungary to the Southern Balkan (owned by the Knights Hospitaller
among others), one of the first Orthodox monasteries in the north
of Danube (fourteenth century AD) built by the Serbian monk
Nicodim, a model for the subsequently built monasteries, the
impressive dam in the famous Iron Gates and a border crossing
point between Romania and Serbia. The crossroads character
that Mehediniţi had throughout the ages is also illustrated by the
existence of the mythical island of Ada-Kaleh, completely inhabited
by Turks, whose houses were crowded between the bastions
of an Austrian fortress in the eighteenth century. Although the
island was engulfed by the Danube dams, the ruins of the bastion
fortress were moved and may be visited on Simian Island, not far
from Drobeta-Turnu Severin.
The Clisura Dunării, with its natural parks, the Eastern side
of the Natural Park Domogled-Valea Cernei, the limestone and
forested valleys of Motru and the plain and food plain areas of the
Danube in the southern part of the county are the illustration of
the landscape and relief diversity of this county and represent a
strong visit arguments for nature lovers. The county villages are
also picturesque and attracting attractions keeping the popular
traditions and customs as well as traditional architecture better
than other parts of Romania.
The administrative capital, Drobeta Turnu Severin, located
in proximity of the ruins of Severin fortress, is a « new city », built
through a monarchy initiative in the nineteenth century by the
Catalan architect Xavier Villacrosse. Upstream on the Danube,
Orşova is a city with a rich history. Moved after the flooding due
to the creation of the Iron Gates dam, this old military centre of
the Hungarian Kingdom, was through history a centre of a small
ottoman pashalik and, then, an Austrian military centre.
The visit of wine cellars is a strong attraction of this county
in which the climate and soil conditions are excellent, creating the
conditions for the appearance of a large number of famous and
successful wine-growing companies in recent years.
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VIDIN

The Vidin District is the first Bulgarian district which the
Danube meets in its path at the exit of the Iron Gates defile. Vidin
is located in the north-western Bulgaria, where the Bulgarian,
Romanian and Serbian borders meet on the shores of the antique
Istru.
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As an amphitheatre between the first heights of the
Balkans and the Danube that forms an impressive bend, the district
is articulated around the old port-town Vidin, guarded by the old
ottoman fortress (Baba Vida) where we can feel its agitated multimillenary history of old Celtic settlement, Roman and Byzantine
port-fortress on the Danube, capital of the Tsar of Vidin and, then,
of Pasvantoglu.
In Belogradchik, in the heart of the Balkans,, a bizarre
geology of rock columns and an exuberant nature mixing in a
Science Fiction décor with the old walls of the Tsars’ fortress delight
the tourists, especially the ones on bicycle that slowly favour the
territory harmonious blends of rich natural and cultural heritage.
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M O N TA N A

Located between the heights of the Balkans and the
Danube floodplain, the Montana district is in the north-west of
Bulgaria. It is, in its southern mountainous side, a part of Bulgarian
border with Serbia and in the northern Danube a part of the border
with Romania.
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The homonymous district capital, located south of one
of the largest reservoirs in Bulgaria (Ogosta) and located halfway
between Vidin and Sofia, ensures the link between the mountain
area – where are situated important historical centres of Bulgarian,
Balkanic and Central-European craftsmen and traders (Chiprovtsi,
Berkovitsa) and the only spa resort (Varshets) in this part of
Bulgaria – and the rich plain area of Danube floodplain where the
Lom port, a city with a rich Turkish-Thracian-Roman history and
an early centre of Bulgarian National Revival in the nineteenth
century (Lom-Palanka), keeps the role of main agricultural port in
the area.
There, the Lom river flows into the Danube. The cultural and
religious (medieval monasteries) and agricultural ethnographic
heritage added to the specific natural heritage of the valleys carved
in the Balkans by Ogosta branches outline the attractiveness of
Montana.
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DOLJ

Located in the south-western Romania, Dolj County is
a territory of endless plains resting in the Danubian meanders
and course. The north makes a remarkable transition to the SubCarpathian plateau and hills.
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One of the largest Romanian Counties, Dolj firstly attracts
through its main city, Craiova, the old capital of Oltenia, a semiautonomous component of Romanian Country’s princedom with
its own cultural and political identity . As one of the most important
cultural and economic centres of Romania, Craiova has an
impressive cultural and historic heritage (houses of the nineteenth
century middle class, Museum of Art, Cathedral, Oltenia Museum,
houses in the old area, etc.). Given its economic importance in the
south-western Romania, Craiova is also an important destination
for business tourism, with an important hospitality offer.
Calafat, the Romanian « twin city » of Vidin is connected by
the new bridge built over the Danube, making of this corner a new
gateway from the north to the south of Danube and connecting
directly Craiova to Sofia.
The natural background of the Danube and its floodplain
are also important attractions for travellers. The lower valley of Jiu
crosses Dolj from north to south and is a major natural corridor
with landscapes seeming to emerge from the popular stories of
Oltenia. The agricultural production and, especially, the new,
excellent and well-known wines produced here are arguments to
discover the local gastronomy of Oltenia.
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V R AT S A

Located between the Balkans and the Danube floodplain,
the district is one of the smallest in the North of Bulgaria, but
includes a large and rich diversity of relief.
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The Vratsa district offers various ethnographic and
architectural attractions representative of the Bulgarian National
Revival,. Vratsa is also a hot-spot of nature and sports tourism.
Here we can find the impressive karstic and relief formations of
Vrachanski Balkan Natural Park attracting the addicts of trekking,
rock alpinism and spelaeology. In the high mountain area, special
equipments are dedicated to winter sports (Parshevitsa). The
impetuous rivers coming from the Balkans rush to the Danube
through the disctrict and represent aspecial natural attraction. The
Iskar River arising from the Rila Mountains in the south of Sofia
crosses the Balkan Mountains in the Vratsa district, creating a
magnificent canyon with limestone walls over which the cities and
villages are hung in the Balkan lush vegetation.
The cultural and architectural heritage (with Bulgarian
Balkanic specific natural heritage) and the proximity of Sofia, the
administrative capital city, make of Vratsa, a destination for MICE
tourism (Meetings, Incentives, Conferences, Exhibitions). Orthodox
monasteries with origins lost in the mists of ages (Cherepish
fourteenth century AD) are an integral part of the a chain which
seems to cover with a mystic cloak the Balkans from Vidin to Veliko
Turnovo.
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O LT

The Olt county connects the sub-Carpathian hills of
Oltenia and Muntenia and the Getic plateau and the Danube
valley. The county spreads on both banks of the inferior course of
the homonym river.
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Like its Romanian neighbours, Olt County is a strong
agricultural area, but with a larger diversity of productions and
rural landscape. Starting with the hilly valleys of Olt northern
branches until the lower and flat valley of the Danube floodplain,
via the chain of lakes of Olt course, the traveller can discover various
natural and agricultural landscapes and their specific productions:
quality wine and fruit to the north, cereals and fish to the south.
Being at the eastern border of Dacia province and Roman
world in antiquity, the Old County is crossed from north to south
by a chain of Roman camps and military centres whose ruins can
still be admired today (the inhabitants of Romula Malva colony
had Roman nationality, the municipium of Sucidava was linked to
Oescus – today Gohen in Pleven district – in today’s Bulgaria by a
bridge built by Emperor Constantine). This cultural and historic al
heritage is enriched by monasteries and royal courts (Monastery
and Royal Court of Brâncoveni of the sixteen and seventeenth
century AD located in the natal village of Matei Basarab and
Constantin Brancoveanu, Călui Monastery, etc.) and by the
archeopark in Drăgăneşti-Olt, an open-air museum creating, at a
real scale, the atmosphere of a Neolithic village in Boianului Plain.
The City of Slatina, capital and main industrial centre of the
county and the city of Corabia, a Danubian port, keep an urban
texture and architecture specific to the nineteenth century, a
period in which cereals trade led to the emergence of a national
middle class.
An attraction of the county is also the natal village of
Nicolae Ceauşescu (which is a city today): Scorniceşti.
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PLEVNA

Plevna is one of the largest districts of Northern Bulgaria,
being in the central riveran side of Danube and including a relief
with hills, mounds and plains.
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Less known than its eastern neighbour (Veliko Tarnovo),
Plevna offers to the traveller an impressive historical heritage:
Thracian and Roman fortresses and archaeological sites (Danube
border camps such as Ulpia Oescus in the inflow of Iskar into the
Danube and the location of the bridge of Emperor Constantine the
Great, a connection link between southern and northern Danube
in the fourth century AD) and legendary battle fields (battle
between the European crusaders and the Ottoman sultan Bayezid)
or with resonance both to the Bulgarians and Romanians (battles
in the Russian-Romanian-Turkish War of 1877-1878 which brought
the Romanian independence and Bulgarian autonomy).
Plevna is also a very important agricultural area where
tradition, gastronomy and oenology (the Bulgarian National
Institute of Viticulture and Oenology existed since 1902 in Plevna
and in 2008, a Wine Museum opened ) and offers an exceptional
« terroir » to the curious traveller.
The vast and mysterious Danube islands, which form the
largest reservations and natural parks in the Bulgarian side of
the Danube (Persina), are a bird-fauna and flora paradise waiting
to be discovered by the addicts of nature and of ecotourism. In
the inland territory, the limestone geology led to the formation
of magic karst relief that attracts caving enthusiasts and those
who want to admire the gigantic stalagmites and natural obelisks
carved by time and weather in the limestone rock.
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TELEORMAN

Situated in the central crossborder northern-Danubian
area, Teleorman County is a plain county crossed by small rivers
flowing in the riveran Danube.
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Though little known as a tourist destination, Teleorman
has much to offer to the curious traveller interested in discovering
less frequented and well known places. The natural background
of endless cornfields and valleys of plain rivers (Vedea, Teleorman)
with meanders and lakes full of a specific vegetation and fauna
is an attraction for people passionate of untouched nature and
for hunting enthusiasts. The mouth of the Olt river, one of the
largest Romanian river and the protected natural areas in the
Danube floodplain are spaces where nature created remarkable
landscapes.
The county also offers to the visitor two Romanian cities
bordering the Danube, which are «twined» with Bulgarian Danube
cities: Turnu Măgurele (with the Bulgarian city of Nikopol) and
Zimnicea (with Svishtov). Many old monasteries and churches are
hidden in the villages and cities of the county such as the Plaviceni
Monastery founded during the period of the monarch Matei
Basarab.
A less known destination of the county is Siliştea-Gumeşti,
the native village of the writer Marin Preda and the background of
Moromeţii novel, a fresco of Romanian peasant life in the troubled
past century.
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V E L I KO TA R N O V O

The Veliko Tarnovo District is located in the centre of the
Romanian-Bulgarian crossborder area, at the crossroads linking
Sofia to Varna and the Black Sea and the Northern Danube and
Bucharest to the southern Balkan Peninsula. The district lies
between the watershed of the Danube basin in the Balkan chain
(Stara Planina) in the south and the Danube banks in the north.
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Although everything seems attracted around the great and
mysterious citadel-capitals of the Second Bulgarian Empire, built
in a meander of Yantra River in the homonymous administrative
and university district centre, Veliko Turnovo hides a lot of other
attractions. The endless forests of the northern slopes of the
Balkans and the impressive gullets and gorges of Yantra and the
rivers running through the district offer excellent opportunities
for trekking, rafting, canoeing and other sports in preserved
natural areas (Emen canyon). The mineral springs (Voneshta Voda)
and the historic towns changed into chic mountain resorts with
specific local Balkan architecture and crafts (weaving carpets
in Helen) added to this natural background invite to relaxation
(wellness tourism) and to the discovery of the local traditions and
gastronomy (in numerous local mehana). Therefore, the Bulgarian
appetizing cuisne will delight the travellers passing in typical
villages, such as Arbanasi, Ledenik and Malki Chiflik.
The troubled history of the area may be understood by
visiting the Orthodox monasteries, those citadels of orthodox faith
hidden in the district mountains (Kilifarevo, Plakovo, Kapinovo,
Patriarchal Monastery of the Holy Trinity and the Transfiguration of
the Lord in Veliko Tarnovo). In the hilly and plain area, towards the
Danube and Svishtov port, the archaeology enthusiasts may visit
the Roman-Byzantine cities such as Nicopolis and Istrum, where
Wulfila, the Goths bishop, invented the Gothic alphabet in the
fourth century AD or Camp Nove, a Roman camp once situated on
the Danube border of the Empire.
In the city of Veliko Turnovo, the fortress, which was
partially rebuilt as an open-air museum, offers to tourists – most
of them staying in former villas with specific Balkan architecture –
games of lights and sound to illustrate the key moments of the city
history, which rivalled in the Middle Ages as political and cultural
centre with Byzantium itself, before allowing them to discover the
modern attractions of a vibrant student city. The City of Veliko
Tarnovo is also a Bulgarian National Revival centre, the people
passionate about history are invite to visit the fascinating Museum
of the National Revival and Constituent Assembly.
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GIURGIU

Making the connection between the capital Bucharest
and the Danube Valley, Giurgiu County is in the centre of the crossborder area and has strong links with its «twin city» the Bulgarian
city of Ruse. Giurgiu-Ruse bridge is the main gateway for crossing
from Romania to Bulgaria.
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A plain county, crossed by several river courses among
which the Argeș and the Neajlov Valley, Giurgiu County has a
surprising natural fauna and flora a few kilometres away from
the Romanian capital. The Comana Natural Park, including an
important part of the Neajlov Delta, shelters, in the proximity of
historic locations (the Battle of Călugăreni took place in the Neajlov
Delta, the old Comana monastery is the place where prince Vlad
the Impaler was really killed and buried), unique fauna and flora
species in a landscape of rare beauty. In the north, the Mihăileşti
Lake is a hot spot of sport fishing.
Besides Vlad the Impaler tomb, which is in Comana
Monastery, the cultural heritage has fascinating and less known
elements such as the western-style mansion called the Stone
House in Udrişte Năsturel in Heresti (unique for the seventeenth
century southern Wallachia) or the ruins of the palace and the
church of Cantacuzino in Mironeşti on Argeş bank.
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RUSE

Located in the heart of the Romanian-Bulgarian
crossborder area, Ruse district is the place of contact by excellence
between the two countries thanks to the “Friendship” bridge built
five decades ago and that crosses the Danube in the East of the
district capital. Spreading along the Danube and its floodplain,
Ruse is a district of hills and plain.
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The district capital Ruse, the main Danubian port of
Bulgaria and one of the largest in the crossborder area, is also
the main gateway and the point of contact between Romania
and Bulgaria. Due to its remarkable history ( the old Rusciuc)
perceptible in its nineteenth century architecture, the city was
once called the « Vienna of the Balkans » and is the birthplace of
the Nobel Laureate for Literature Elias Canetti.
Competitor of Sofia in the first decades of Bulgarian
independence, Ruse remains one of the most important economic
and cultural centres of Northern Bulgaria, attracting students, but
also more and more Romanian tourists, especially from Bucharest,
looking for Balkan authenticity and local gastronomy and wines. Its
tourism importance is emphasized by the fact that it is a stopping
point on the routes of major international companies offering
cruises on the Danube and a regional port for local cruises. Ruse
is also the main business tourism destination in the RomanianBulgarian Danube riverside.
Despite the lack of mountainous areas, the district
offers, outside of the administrative centre, a series of impressive
attractions: the UNESCO site of Orthodox churches in the Ivanovo
rock with the Byzantine religious art of the Paleologos Era which
inspired Romanian religious art, the Monastery of Saint Dimitrie
(patron saint of Bucharest) in Basarabovo village, the Rusenski
Lom natural park with its opportunities of climbing, trekking and
nature observation, bicycle roads on the Danube shore (along the
Eurovelo 6 route), caves and karst relief (Orlova Chuka) and the
impressive ruins of Cherven fortified city.
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CĂLĂRAȘI

Calarasi County is situated in the south-eastern part of
Romania, in the Baragan Plain. The county is bordered at south
and east by the Danube river, having as administrative capital a
Danubian port city - Calarasi.
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An area of plains which stretch as far as the eye can see,
Calarasi is a territory of agriculture, of endless summer wheat fields
that are dotted here and there by quiet villages basking in a sea
of green - made up mainly of fruit trees - and in the song of larks
or crickets at dusk. The landscape is also defined by the plain river
valleys which slowly cross the lowlands in their way to the Danube.
In their meanders, filled with vegetation, some interesting Neolithic
archaeological sites, representative of the Gulmenita culture can
be admired.
The fragmented valley of the Mostistea river and its lakes
form ideal places for strolling, trekking or plainly recreating in the
midst of nature for any city dweller wishing to escape even for a
few hours out of the stressful urban environment of Bucharest. The
majestic remains of the Codrii Vlasiei, an ancient immense forest
that covered almost all of the Romanian Plain, can also be visited
in the vicinity.
Ancient monasteries and religious sites, many architectural
gems from the period of the Prince Matei Basarab, are the main
elements of the cultural heritage of the county (Manastirea,
Negoiesti, Plataresti).
Calarasi county is also one of the most important Romanian
hunting and fishing destination.
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RAZGRAD

Without direct connection to the Danube, the Razgrad
district is located between Ruse and Silistra, on the road leading
from Ruse to Shumen and Varna, in a wooded hill and valley area
climbing down to the Danube floodplain.
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As an area less known by tourists, Razgrad is a district with
a strong historical heritage and a rich ethnic diversity as the Turkish
minority represents an important part of its population.
The quiet towns and villages pointing the landscape of
wooded hills and limestone plateaus, in which the rivers carved
their path to the Danube, is covered by an exceptional cultural
heritage that illustrates common Turkish-Bulgarian traditions. The
religious diversity is illustrated by the presence of the Alevis, a
group of Muslim worshipers close to Shi’ism. Here you can admire
and visit the Alevis’ places of worship (tomb of Demir Baba Tekke)
but also the mosques of Sunni Turks. The Thracian heritage is also
present in a major site included in UNESCO list: the Thracian royal
tomb of Svestari.
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CO N S TA N ȚA

Located, like Dobrich District, on the sea, in the extreme
east of the Romanian-Bulgarian crossborder area, Constanţa
County is built of hills and plateau areas which make the transition
between the Danube Floodplain, the Ialomiţa Pond and the
Romanian seaside.
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Mainly know due to its seaside resorts which created their
own specific profile in the last decades (from Mamaia, a leisure
resort located on a wide sandy beach to the renowned spa tourism
resorts such as Eforie and up to the fishing village of Vama Veche
turned into a summer Woodstock on the Black Sea), Constanţa
County is also an important destination for the heritage and
archaeology lovers. As an important part of the antique province
of Schytia Minor and then of Dobrogea, the county include antique
Greek port cities such as the famous Histria, an old Milesian colony
that can be visited on a cape of the Sinoe lake or the ruins of the
Antique Tomis that appearat every corner of Constanta streets
– the place where the famous poet Ovidiu was banished by the
Emperor Augustus). We can also mention the Roman empire
fortresses situated along the Danube such as the famous Capidava
fortress or the antique monument of Tropeum Traiani – Adamclisi
but also Byzantine and Ottoman Turkish such as Pacuiul lui Soare
fortress or Mangalia mosque. The religious Christian Orthodox
heritage – dating from the first Christian centuries – attracts
annually pilgrims from all over the country, especially the heritage
related to Saint Andrew the Apostle who is considered to be the
Romanian Christianizer. The cave in which it is believed to have
lived is located in Ion Corvin township.
This tumultuous history is illustrated by the exceptional
ethnic diversity (Turks, Tatars, Romanian, Bulgarian, German,
Armenian, Lipovans) that can be explored both in the ethnographic
open-air museums in the county villages and in the culinary
traditions of the county. The winemaking tradition is also antique
and may be tasted today in old wine cellars.
Nature also offers a magical background, with deep valleys
carved into limestone rock (Casimcei Valley, Dobrogea Gorges
Geological Reservation, Gura Dobrogei Natural Reservation) or
fresh or salt water lakes on the seashore and non-captured thermal
waters spring that flows directly in the Danube around Cernavoda.
With the sea and Danube so close, with its wild valleys, the county
is an important destination for the addicts of fishing or wild fauna
and flora observation.
The city of Constanţa, one of the largest ports at the Black
Sea and one of the Romanian largest cities is also an important
destination for business and MICE tourism.
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SILISTRA

Located in the east of the Romanian-Bulgarian crossborder
area, where the Danube leaves the border to enter Romania, Silistra
has a hill and plain relief where woods alternate with agricultural
areas.
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As an area with a rich and troubled history, Silistra is one
of the historic points of contact between the southern Danube
and the northern Danube space. Since antiquity, Silistra, then
called Durostorum, was the main crossing point and trade centre
in the Lower Danube. Therefore, on the site of an ancient Thracian
settlement, the Roman Empire and then the Byzantine Empire
created an important military centre in the Moesia Province, which
became the centre of the Bulgarian Orthodox Patriarchate in the
seventh century AD and, briefly, the capital of Kievan Rus’ during
the Byzantium invasion by Sviatoslav I in the tenth century AD. The
impregnable strategic centre was the Darstor fortress, whose ruins
may be visited today. Starting with the fifteenth century, the strong
fortress became part of the Ottoman Empire as the administrative
centre of the Silistea sanjak, name given by the Turks to the old
Darstor. Later on, Silistra became the centre of a pashalik which
included all Ottoman possessions on the western bank of the Black
Sea, emphasizing its economic and cultural strategic importance.
Following the Russian-Romanian-Turkish war of 1877-1878, Silistra
became part of the autonomous Bulgarian state.
This rich history also explains the ethnic and cultural diversity
of the district, where Turkish, Romanians, Tartar communities and
diverse religious groups (Orthodox, Catholic, Protestant, Shiite and
Alevi Muslims, neo-Protestant) coexist until now in harmony.
Outside the urban centre of Silistra, an important crossing
point between Bulgaria and Romania (Călăraşi), the nature of the
Danube floodplain is an important attraction of the district. Along
the Danube, a chain of protected natural wetlands stretches,
among which we can mention: Srebrana Biosphere Reservation
included as UNESCO Cultural and Natural Heritage, Pozharevo
Island, Kalimok-Brashlen Reservation, located close to the
Euroveloroute 6. Farther away from the Danube, near the land
border with Romania, deep valleys created by the high limestone
relief of Dobrogea also hide protected natural areas of a unique
beauty such as Malak Kanagiol.
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DOBRICH

Located in the Dobrogea plateau, without direct
connection to the Danube, Dobrich is the Bulgarian « sea» district
in the crossborder area. Situated at the eastern edge of the area, it
is bordered to the north by Romania, on a land border, to the south
by Varna District and to the east by the Black Sea.
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The Dobrich district is well known for its beautiful « Silver
Coast », due to high and abrupt limestone cliffs continuously
assaulted by the Black Sea waves and guarded by secular woods,.
The historical and well known Balcik city, an old Tartar fishing
village, has become, after the construction of a small castle
of oriental inspiration surrounded by a magnificent botanic
garden, the summer residence of Queen Mary of Romania and a
preferred vileggiatura destination of Romanian artistic bohemia
in the interwar period. The Romanian architectural modernist
current took then its headquarters in Balcik and left until now a
perceptible impression. With its endless beaches with soft sand
in Albena resort or near Durankulak and Rusalka, with its new
resorts and golf courses on the seaside, with its Byzantine fortress
ruins in Kaliakra, with its traditional fishing villages in Krapets and
Shabla and its gastronomic sea products, Dobrich appears often
as charming Black Sea destination.
However, Dobrich is also the « bread basket » of Bulgaria,
the most important cereal district of Bulgaria and an important
wine producer. Thus, agricultural abundance joins the ethnic and
cultural diversity specific to Dobrogea to make the inside land of
Dobrich a space of unexpected and captivating discoveries.
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The analysis of the tourism resources of the counties (attractions, sites, events, traditions, etc..) enables
the identification of the following forms of tourism in the territory: Adventure-sports tourism, the nature, cultural,
gastronomy and wine tourism, spa / wellness tourism, city -break, MICE, sun and beach tourism, cruise tourism,
sailing boat tourism. More or less developed, mature or emerging on the tourism market, these forms of tourism
can provide support for the development of strong economic products.
The potential for development of the tourism offers, mentioned above, was measured on the basis of the
crossed analysis of the tourism resources of each county and on the demand of the potential consumers / visitors
(the analysis of the couple product-market/ consumer). The chart represents graphically the quantification on a
scale from 1 to 5 of the development potential of tourism products for each of the 10 forms of tourism mentioned
(1 – touristic branch with very low potential, 2 - touristic branch with low potential, 3 - touristic branch with average
potential, 4 - touristic branch with high potential, 5 - touristic branch with very high potential).
Thus, according to the attractions of a county, but also to the potential customers for these attractions (they
took into account criteria such as the existence of pools of customers, their proximity, the accessibility of tourist
attractions on every form of travel for each pool of customers, etc..), a “touristic profile” illustrated by the chart was
built for each county. Therefore, counties dominated by agricultural plains and platforms, with few major urban
centers (hence similar as tourist resources), but situated at different distances from the pools of tourists, such as
Bucharest or Sofia, present different tourist profiles.
Bringing together, for each county / district, notes on each tourism branch, a “fingerprint” was obtained,
that suggests the strategic orientation of the various units of territory in the cross-border area to various tourist
segments. Also, those interested in “discovering” the cross-border area have, through this chart, a highly relevant
orientation instrument.

1 - Landscape Mehedinti County, Orsova
2 - Water tower
3, 4 - Landscape from Clisura Dunarii
5 - Wooden church „Saint Nicholas” from Ponoarele
6 - Medieval citadel of Severin

Vrata

1, 2, 3 - Vrachanski Balkan Natural Park
4 - Meshchiite tower"

Montana

1, 2 - Chiprovtsi Monastery
3 - Gushovski Monastery
4 - Lopushanski Monastery
5 - Montana monument for the War victims

Dolj

1 - Art Museum Craiova
2 - Saint Trinity Church
3 - Saint Demetrios Church
4 - Bistret landscape
5 - Craiova Prefecture building
6 - Domeniile Coroanei “

Vratsa

1, 2, 3 - Vrachanski Balkan Natural Park
4 - Meshchiite tower

Olt

1 - Landscape Olt county
2 - Calui Monasery
3, 4 - Slatina Monastery
5 - Sucidava ruins
6 - Olt valley landscape"

Pleven

1- Pleven art gallery
2, 3, 4 - Pleven landscape
5, 6 - Ulpia Oescus fortress ruins

Teleorman

1 - Independence Monument
2 - Viisoara landscape
3 - Islaz landscape
4 - Sfantul Haralambie church
5 - ” Sf. Alexandru” Cathedral ,Alexandria
6 - Islaz landscape

Veliko Tarnovo

1 - Hotnitsa
2 - Novea Fortress
3 - Church of St Demetrius
4, 6 - Veliko Tarnovo
5 - Asen brothers monument

Giurgiu

1, 3, 4 - Comana Monastery
2 - Vlad Tepes statue
5 - Watch-tower
6 - Comana Nature Park

Ruse

1- Dohodno Zdanie (Theatre)
2 - Ruse Library
3, 4, 5, 6 - Rusenski Lom

Călărași

1- Landscape on the Danube, Calarasi
2, 3 - Calarasi landscape
4 - History Museum Calarasi
5 - Orthodox Cathedral Calarasi

Razgrad

1- Ibrahim Pasha Mosque
2, 5 - Razgrad landscape
3, 4 - Demir Baba tekke

Constanța

1, 4, 5, 6 - Constanta landscape
2 - Histria Museum
3 - Constanta port landscape

Silistra

1 - Silistra village
2, 5- Medjidi Tabia Fortress
3 - Alfatar
4 - Malak Preslavets swamp

Dobrich

1, 2, 3 - Balchik
4, 5 - Obrochishte
6 - Yailata
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Mehedinți

District administration – Pleven

Ministry of Regional Development
and Public Works

Ministry of Regional Development
and Public Administration
Address: Str. Apolodor, nr. 17
Latura Nord, sector 5
Bucharest – Romania
Phone: (0040) 37 211 1409
info@mdrap.ro

www.mdrap.ro
www.spatial-cbc.eu
www.spatial –branding.eu
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